A LOSS TO TECHNOLOGY

AGNIX the bugs of the Institute are flown at half-mast and our very surroundings seem pervaded with that atmosphere of smoke and silence which comes with the departure of one of our number from our midst. The more our feelings are acknowledged, show that we saw him loved and we were widely renowned for his contributions to the cause of science and his accomplishments in the name of Technology. We all accepted it with reluctance. The Institute has suffered when that one was loved and respected by all of us and the silence and silent grief which comes with the departure of such "rousing speeches, campaiiges, lusty cheers, well bred and welcome surprise, one of those unpleasant facts which are suddenly made known to us with impressive forcefulness, realities which we cannot at first appreciate and the truth of which must finally be acknowledged with regrettable awakening. The I.A.C. has suffered a great and mortal loss.

A SHORT time ago THE TECH published a communication from one of its readers which purported to show the probable effects of eliminating political clubs. Its writer is so reasonable and inclusive as to venture within their field. The author saw "vouncing speeches, campai gases, lusty cheers, well bred and welcome surprise, one of those unpleasant facts which are suddenly made known to us with impressive forcefulness, realities which we cannot at first appreciate and the truth of which must finally be acknowledged with regrettable awakening. The I.A.C. has suffered a great and mortal loss.

REGARDING POLITICAL CLUBS

As a matter of fact any agency which could by any chance possibly such a rôle without really being condemned for it is also well recognized that too many students are insensible to the great affairs of the world, and most of them are sitting on their hands in the role of the disinterested listener. It is a fact that there is nothing more immoral than a world of well-meaning people who do nothing.
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(Continued from last issue)

In Actual Operation, if Not in Original Conception, the League Realizes the Principle and the Hope of the Hague Peace agreements. The League was born of great hopes and friendly intentions. It was the world's attempt to create a substitute for Force, to promote international cooperation for the moral and material welfare of the peoples by international agreement, and to secure the permanence of peace. The League was created in 1919 under the Treaty of Versailles. The organization was to work through a series of conferences to achieve its aims, and the United States agreed to be a member. The League of Nations was founded in 1920, and its members pledged to promote peace and prosperity through cooperation.
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